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Particle count / concentration standards are routinely used as calibrators for automated cell (and particle) counters. They are suitable for instrument
validation, routine QC calibration checks and corrections, and personnel training / proficiency programs. The use of external reference materials also aids in
standardization between runs, instruments, laboratories, and over time.
Polymer microspheres are commonly utilized as surrogates for biologic particles such as cells, protein aggregates, etc. They offer high uniformity and
consistency of results, ready availability, exceptional stability, and are not biohazardous. While non-biological surrogates have many advantages, it is
important to note that there may be different handling considerations.

COUNT STANDARD SAMPLE PREPARATION

Proper mixing and sampling, and consistency in all aspects of the process will yield highest accuracy and reproducibility.
Mixing / Re-suspension
Proper attention must be given to mixing / re-suspension to ensure that the concentration of beads (and ratio if the suspension is a mixed population) is not
altered. Inadequacies can have dual consequences: the prepared sample may not accurately represent the parent suspension, and the concentration of the
parent suspension may migrate with repeated sampling, resulting in cumulative error.
Mixing to achieve a well-dispersed suspension is a simple process: roll or rotate the parent bottle (e.g. volumes of 5-20mL) for ~30 minutes, then
immediately sample and run. In the case of our ViaCheck SingleShot™ packaging, vials are low volume, and several seconds of rigorous shaking or manual
inversion is typically appropriate. Additional time may be required if suspensions are being used after extended storage (where they may have significantly
or fully settled). High-energy mixing strategies (sonication, vortexing) may be appropriate in some circumstances, though they should be used judiciously as
there have been reports of particle loss due to retention in caps, etc. Mixing and sampling procedures should be optimized and tested.
Pipetting
For concentration / count standards, volumetric error will translate into bead count error. Ensure that pipets are checked and calibrated regularly, e.g.
weekly checks and annual calibration, or as appropriate for the needs of the program. Training and proficiency programs should be in place to ensure proper
pipetting technique.
Timing
Many count standards are comprised of polymer spheres with diameters > 2µm and typical bead densities of ≥ 1.05 g/cm3. Aqueous suspensions will thus
settle over time. Working quickly to pipet and run samples will aid in minimizing errors of this nature (i.e. where beads have settled and are not pipetted /
aspirated, are not in correct analyzer focal plane, etc.).

INSTRUMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Instrument configuration, calibration status, and software version may impact results. Additional considerations may be outlined in the instrument user
manual or determined during validation studies. In our experience, clean fluidics, filtered solutions, and low pre-run backgrounds (as low as possible) are
universally important to accurate particle counting.

RELATED PRODUCTS
Cat. VC60N, VC70N, VC80N ViaCheck™ Concentration Controls (1e+6, 4e+6 or 8e+6 beads/mL; 20mL or SingleShot™ vials)
Cat. VC10B, VC25B, VC20B, VC30B, VC40B, VC50B ViaCheck™ Viability Controls (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%, 100% viable; 20mL or SingleShot™ vials)
Cat. CC03N, CC05N, CC10N, CC15N SureCount™ (1e+6 beads/mL in diameters of 3µm, 5µm, 10µm, or 15µm)
Cat. 580 Flow Cytometry Absolute Count Standard (1e+6 beads/mL, ~8µm full spectrum fluorescence)
See Product Data Sheets for additional use instructions.
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